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The history of economic thought calls into question the argument of Jean-Baptiste Say that the discovery of ‘real’ economic laws dooms all previous economic researches to oblivion. Thus, a contemporary French economist, André Lapidus (1996) refutes the ability of ‘economic science’ to demonstrate the erroneousness of certain economic theories, except (of course) as regards a limited number of specific technical or logical points. However, the fact remains that a large body of knowledge accumulated by economists is forgotten today. This is true for the economic analysis of peace and of its sinister reflection, namely war.

- An analysis of the economic theories of war, peace and defence highlights the assumptions and the thoroughness of economists’ thoughts on the issues of war, peace and international security. A more rigorous analysis shows that the excessively ‘warmongering’ and ‘mercantile’ character attributed to the mercantilist school is reducible. It also helps to show the evolution of Keynes’s thought according to the actual circumstances of war or peace (Coulomb, 1997).

- New conceptions of peace are often repetitions of ideas expressed earlier. Such research can provide useful elements for a deeper meditation on the economics of defence, even though reference to these theories is sometimes only of historical interest. It helps to define argumentation by appealing to analyses undertaken previously, and through ‘reactivation of forgotten knowledge’.

- It is helpful to emphasize the breadth of fields and topics, which are touched upon, to underline their interest or the inadequacy of their treatment and to identify the main theories or doctrines. Given the importance of the economy in today’s decision-making, it is clear that economic theory exerts a decisive influence on development
of our societies, and particularly on the trust, which we place in the processes of globalization, regionalization and the unstable coupling of armament and disarmament. Analysis of economic thought offers a deep reflection on the importance and future direction of the economics of defence, peace and war. The evolution of contemporary international economic relations is characterized by open borders and interdependence, but also by the growing instance of domination and inequality effects. What is the economic status of war, peace and defence today? Is it different from yesterday? If so, how and why?

There is a shortage today of analyses that seek to ‘theorise’ war, international security or national defence. However, the interest of such analysis is clear. Although there are few authors who have devoted specific chapters to the analysis of war and peace, there are also few great economists who have studied these issues, from Jean Bodin to Adam Smith, from Robert Malthus to Friedrich List, from Karl Marx to Leon Walras, from John Maynard Keynes to contemporary economists such as Kenneth Arrow, Lauwrence Klein or Amartya Sen.

The change, by which the economy became an autonomous field of analysis, with the gradual disappearance of studies concerning defence, security and war in favour of political analysis, dates from the start of modern economic development. When economic science imposed itself on political economy, it rejected from its analysis everything that went beyond the reductive assumptions, on which it was based. For the mercantilists, war and economic conflict were two inseparable facets of the Prince’s will to power by all means on the international stage. In contrast, for the classical or neoclassical economists, wars with economic causes were destined to vanish because production of each political entity, determined by free trade and the law of comparative costs, should replace counterproductive acts of predation. If a military conflict is sometimes legitimate, particularly in combating other antagonistic systems, it is nevertheless partially excluded from the scope of economic analysis. A country engaged in a war aims to destroy its opponent and it mobilises national economic resources for this aim. So, war is inscribed in a logic, which is opposed to that of economics.

Economic reflections on conflict and war have been increasingly neglected nowadays, because of their apparent economic irrationality in a merchant world judged a priori to be essentially peaceful, globalized and streamlined. It has even been inferred that war is unrelated to the economy, or that economics can only cause armed conflict by accident. Most manuals that outline theories of international economic relations never consider this issue, as if the war or its threat were outside the scope of economic analysis. The ideal of universal peace, encouraged by the improvement of scientific knowledge, is a redundant theme of liberal economic thought. Mainstream economics today makes two undeclared assumptions:

1. Peace is the normal state of affairs;
Economic development, made possible by industrialization, is the fundamental instrument for sustainable peace.

However, this exclusion of defence and national security from the field of economic analysis is neither complete nor final, since heterodox theories exist. The contributions of economists on the issues of war and peace, security and defence, can be grouped into broad trends or ideas. Although the main trends of economic thought have coexisted, ideological dominance of one or other trend is a fact of history. The mercantilist conception initially had the upper hand, before it gave its place – via the elusiveness of physiocratic thought – to the liberal conception, which was then challenged by Marxist theory without actual suppression of previous analyses. However, this evolution of doctrines and theories has not continued in the same way since the end of the Second World War. Many interpretations of the relationship between defence and the economy now coexist, but the theme is not viewed as central and is not frequently analysed. Contemporary analyses are usually founded in one or other of the great movements from the history of economic thought. Thus, analysis of economic issues has escaped from its long influence by political philosophy and has established itself as an autonomous field of study.

THE INFLUENCE OF PHILOSOPHERS AND POLITICAL SCIENTISTS

Machiavelli wrote *The Prince* (1513) in Italy at the beginning of the 16th century. He placed war at the centre of government action, and proposed the goal of political stability to the detriment, if necessary, of the nation-enriching goal. Armed force is essential to ensure the superiority of the State and laws and moral principles can be maintained only if they are supported by a large military force. As a last resort, military force is more important than wealth. War is also a factor for the international distribution of wealth. The maintenance of a powerful army serves the State at both internal and external levels. The Prince uses foreign policy to eradicate any domestic dispute, but the political system also needs public support for the Prince’s views. The members of the nation must withstand the common enemy, and that justifies respect of the social rules by all individuals. The militarization of society is desirable because it promotes the spread of values that strengthen social cohesion and a sense of belonging to a community. War is presented as a ‘cure’ for the disease of civil war or internal dispute. Machiavelli believes that a peaceful State is preferable to an aggressor State, in absolute terms, but the will to dominate is inscribed in the very nature of the State. ‘There is no people, which loves freedom alone.’ Machiavelli’s thought supports the mercantilist analysis. The power of the Prince is the fundamental objective of the national economy, states seek both to organize social life and to organize themselves according to external constraints, and although war is not desirable, it is one means of achieving economic and political goals.

In the 17th century, Thomas Hobbes in *Leviathan* (1651) presents an anarchic conception of relationships between individuals, and *a fortiori* between states. Man is aggressive by nature, ‘man is a wolf to man’. The state of war and its threat are
permanent. People live together in a situation of constant insecurity, and are driven by self-preservation to join a social pact. They then abandon their natural rights in favour of absolute monarchical power, capable of preventing civil war and return to a violent state of nature. States are in a permanent state of war, which is even a condition for their survival. Peace is the absence of war, it is perceived negatively, and it is always artificial. The thought of Machiavelli and Hobbes inspired mercantilist reflection in a period when the State was being established and when the ‘religious’ discipline of Christianity was facing major challenges. Economic factors are not mentioned in these analyses, beyond highlighting the need for sufficient economic power to enforce order, amass war booty and have weapons to hand in case of armed conflicts. These ideas remain forceful today, and American policy in the 21st century seems to be inspired by them.

In contrast, for Locke (Treaty on Civil Government, 1690), man is primarily a social being, inscribed in the natural law of a peaceful world. Man has a natural inclination towards mutual goodwill and reason that establishes the need for preservation of others as much as oneself. However, individuals are not completely rational, they do not always have a sense of right and they are subject to the passions of ambition and self-esteem. War is a consequence of the imperfection of human nature, but reason drives people to restore peace. A State cannot maintain itself if it does not gain its citizens’ support. States conquered by force can never constitute a sustainable political community. Locke’s thoughts directly inspired the physiocrat theory, which presents a concept of society governed by harmony of the interests of its various members, as well as liberal economic theories, according to which society is governed by a ‘natural order’, in which the State does not intervene. Man is basically good, as suggested by Jean-Jacques Rousseau and his social contract.

In opposition to the evolution of economic thought describing a society, in which the interests of all people agree in accordance with a natural order, the major philosophical theories include the problem of conflict. The analysis of Immanuel Kant (1724–1804) solves the dilemma between the materialism of economists and idealism by suggesting that man is free and finds the moral law, which guides his action, inside himself. Social institutions organize the operation of a general law based on the free will of each individual. The liberal economic theory based on private property and free trade is thus justified. In addition, all mankind is driven by a ‘purpose’, a ‘hidden plan of nature’. Thus, in the very long term, humanity will reach universal peace. Wars are morally unjustifiable, but they are a factor of the progress of societies to a state of perfect civilization, a worldwide federation characterized by universal and lasting peace. War makes and breaks governments, and reshapes international relations, helping to realize this unique State, which should be constitutionalist and federalist. So, human progress can then be achieved by resort to war. Kant’s theory directly influenced the German history school, but also, to some extent, Marxist thought. Wars are essentially a moment in history, a section of the path towards the ‘hidden plan of nature’. But the Kantian theory also had a major role in genesis of the thought of the German philosopher J.G. Fichte.
(1762–1814), who, in *The Closed Trading State*, assigns the central role in national life to the State. People must be mobilized to serve the higher objectives of the nation. All trade relations with other countries should be curtailed. The exaltation of a collective action made Fichte an apologist for the German nation and its civilizing mission. Mercantilism and liberalism are, therefore, also rejected, in favour of a form of ‘state socialism’, in an autarkic society. Then came Friedrich Hegel (1770–1831) who developed a theory of violence as a necessary step in the process of social transformation, inspiring, together with Feuerbach’s historical materialism, Marxist thought. War builds humanity. The economy is only a means or a state of things that promotes or fails to promote the emergence of humanity.

Leading economists in the 18th and 19th centuries were also philosophers. Basically, they remind us that the economy requires a certain conception of men and society. In this context, war is part of the fibre of mankind, but is also essential to economics. For example, Adam Smith condemned colonial wars, citing the action of the ‘invisible hand’. Karl Marx developed his theory on the basis of class struggle and historical materialism, putting forward a philosophy stamped by assumptions that will mark the economic laws that he deduces from the operation of capitalism. Walras also made an attempt at political philosophy, although without any great success. He believes that peace is an ultimate goal sought by economists when they strive to uncover the laws that govern functioning of the economy. Basically, economic knowledge is a factor for universal peace. According to this idea, the desire to create an economic science will gradually lead economic thought away from philosophical reflection, limiting its substance to generalities presented as inalienable truths.

**THE DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT CONCERNING DEFENCE, SECURITY AND PEACE**

Starting from the 16th century, several authors propose to analyse economic factors in a historical period marked by the emergence of nations and nation states in Europe, by the renewal of Renaissance thought, and by rehabilitation of the search for wealth through Reform in a context of expanding European trade. Mercantilism, the first recognized school of thought, has been criticized for its disparate ideas, but gave special attention to the sphere of economics, while respecting the primacy of politics. Economic power is regarded as a prerequisite for the political power of the Prince. The mercantilist doctrine legitimizes economic warfare, but it also legitimizes a war of aggression, since political action must strengthen the power of the State. National economic independence is an ultimate objective of economic policy, because it is a condition for the power of a Prince, and it can be pursued to the possible detriment of citizens’ wealth. The economy remains subordinated to the political sphere, in a context of internal political unification of states and conflicts between them over trade and colonial issues. Mercantilism proposed strengthening of central government action, using war to assert its power externally, but also to enhance national sentiment and the glory of the Prince domestically.
The rise of capitalism led to the development of Smith’s theory, by which the free operation of market mechanisms and free individual initiative (‘the invisible hand’) led society to a natural order, where all its members find their optimal interest. Therefore, the physiocrat and classical analyses affirm the primacy of the economic sphere and they show war as an economically irrational phenomenon. The physiocrats argue that natural laws of economics have to do with a divine will. Harmony and universal peace flow from the absence of government intervention in the economic sphere. Like Mercantilism, Physiocratism legitimizes monarchical power, because the King is a representative of God. National power is always presented as an objective, but it is achieved more easily though peace than armed conflict.

The English classicists defended the idea of the existence of economic laws, which are imposed rationally upon man and whose functioning must not be impeded. However, national security must be looked after by the State, and is even, Adam Smith (1776) argues, a prerequisite for operation of the ‘invisible hand’ (Coulomb, 1998a). As defence belongs to the field of action of a State-controller, and therefore the public economy, it does not obey the same rules as prevail in the private economy. Security issues are partly put outside the scope of economic analysis, except for the need to create a war chest, the question of whose relative importance in peace time entails some minor debates. International economic relations are justified by the law of comparative advantage. In this context, the development of trade is a factor for peace. Admittedly, the classicists do not all share in equal measure the belief in long-term realisation of a prosperous and peaceful world by the free operation of market forces. Some authors, including Malthus (1798), even show themselves to be pessimistic about the inevitability of war’s demise without political control of the population. Similarly, the realization over time of a static economy assumes the end of war, but also the disappearance of excessive wealth and greed for money. These differences reflect a persistent interest of economists in understanding and discussing problems related to defence, security, war and peace. So, although the mercantilist school is not completely overtaken by the fundamental economic analysis of the classicists, the latter dominates economic thinking for decades. The pacifist utopia underlies the emergence of new schools of economic thought. It develops with the thought of J.B. Say and continues thereafter throughout the history of liberal thought. The ideal of peace also inspires economist-reformers, such as the utopian socialists (Proudhon and Saint-Simon).

However, the liberal supremacy faced two major challenges of a different nature, originating from Germany. Friedrich List (1841) initially rejects the ‘British’ form of liberalism, based on a refusal to analyse and even to acknowledge the existence of relations of power in a Europe that is still divided, and in which the German nation has not yet found its place. He believes that free trade promotes the leading economic power of the time at the expense of other nations, whose natural boundaries have not yet been established. Under these conditions, he denies the application of market rules defined by Adam Smith and the operation of the ‘invisible hand’. He stresses relations of force between nations as well as the uneven development of productive forces. List is the forerunner of the German
historical school, which puts issues of defence and affirmation of the national economy at the forefront of economic analysis, calling for protectionist barriers and the use of military force as well as economic tools. Universal peace remains a desirable objective, but it will only be effective when all the countries of the world have attained the same level of economic development, and can unite in a broad confederation. List proposes a new form of mercantilism, mixing the political and military power of states with the goals of economic development.

At a time when liberal thinking was dominant, List’s analysis challenged the order defined by British power. Following his analysis, another theory came onto the scene and upset the established formats of economic knowledge, a theory that spoke as the main competitor of liberalism, both in ‘scientific’ analysis and in the political and military arena. The Marxist theory rejected liberalism and viewed capitalism as the very foundation of war. Marx (1867) and Engels (1878) contest the peaceful nature of free trade, by pointing to the existence of global industrial war at enormous human cost. They found conflict at the very heart of capitalism, in the form of class struggle. Economic contradictions underlie any form of production, and all political phenomena, including war, stem from these contradictions. Therefore, economics and politics are inextricably linked. War is a preparatory step towards revolution and the establishment of communism. The theories of imperialism accorded a major place to conflict, colonialism and the power of states and of capital. The inevitability of war reflects the internal economic contradictions of capitalism, which led to its extinction, mainly through the development of revolutionary tendencies within society.

So, the dominance of liberal thought regarding peace was questioned first by List, and then by Marx. Marx’s many detractors then sought to suppress the political nature of economic analysis. The political economy, therefore, with its philosophical reflection, tended to disappear (outside Marxism), to be replaced by a form of economics with a more scientific character. The neoclassical analysis of the 19th century neglected the study of the economic aspects of defence by qualifying defence as a political issue. Some neoclassicists even abandoned the idea that defence of national strategic interests can justify government intervention in the economy, including custom-duty barriers for retaliatory purposes or for the protection of strategic goods. The marginalist analyses of Walras or Jevons placed war outside the scope of pure economics, for the same reasons as national security is placed outside the scope of economics. It then followed that military spending is a mere burden and the concept of war cannot be the result of economic calculations, but only of political considerations. Peace must prevail, tomorrow if not today, thanks to the advance of economic, social and human knowledge. Open borders must lead to universal peace. The neoclassical approach, by its very nature, is not intended to incorporate the defence issue. Rejection of ‘political’ problems as beyond the scope of orthodox economic analysis entails neglect of economic studies regarding defence, from the mid-19th century until the First World War. War is not a subject for economic analysis. The First World War was not anticipated by any of the liberal economists (Engels, by contrast, saw its approach), but it did not force orthodox
economists to resume the study of defence issues. New thinking on the relationship between peace and war, defence and the economy were the contributions of a few heterodox economists.

The contribution of Keynesian theory can be found in the formulation of macroeconomic models, which seek to show the impact of military spending on national economies. These formalized systems are also used to assess the economic benefits that can be expected from disarmament or rearmament, according to a number of tested hypotheses.

The various contemporary extensions of Marxist theory and imperialism contribute to the understanding of phenomena related to defence. The military sector is regarded as a core element in the functioning of the capitalist system, as a guarantor of power without the sharing of capital.

Finally, a ‘neo-mercantilist’ current develops the concept of economic warfare. In a context of increasing internationalization of economies, and polarization of international economic relations, economic conflicts tend increasingly to replace military conflicts or to supplement them. Figure 1 highlights some significant relationships between the most important schools of economic thought on issues of war and peace.5

Therefore the mercantilist school was substituted by the physiocrat and classical school. The latter was contested by List, who renewed mercantilist thought. This denial of liberal peace was strongly reinforced by Marxist analysis, which considered that peace can emerge only with the end of capitalism and the successive advents of socialism and communism. Faced with this new alternative thought, the marginalist stream proposed studying the economy scientifically and to remove the political and military trappings, by which issues of war and peace made their entry. However, facts proved recalcitrant and the world wars of the twentieth century have not yet found any plausible economic explanations.

The two world conflicts undermined the doctrinal power of liberal economic theory, and encouraged the emergence of alternative analyses, which seek to draw lessons from history. The economic challenges posed by the management and the consequences of the conflict were studied by many famous economists, such as Pigou, Wicksell and Keynes. The weakening of democratic capitalism, in the face of fascism and communism, led prominent economists such as Keynes and Schumpeter to question its durability. With Keynesian theory, the State is no longer seen as a mere reflection of the sum of individual interests. The very right to conduct an appropriate public policy was attributed to the State. Current new initiatives in the economics of defence are partly due to this theoretical evolution. The economy of defence has now focused its attention on arms
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production, military expenditures and international economic relations.

Two conceptions of the role of the economy in the emergence of wars are now prevalent in economic theory. On the one hand, conflict is excluded from the field of economic analysis and peace is seen as inherent to the free operation of market forces; on the other hand, conflict is embedded in the very heart of the analysis, and peace is viewed as achievable only through a challenge to the established capitalist system.

During the Cold War, a neoclassical analysis applied the methods of microeconomics, supplemented by new inputs from game theory, to the analysis of the opposition between two systems. Models of the arms race formalized the strategic behaviour of two antagonistic states in opposition, and the theory of alliances was developed. The development of new analytical techniques (including formal models and empirical tests) and the enrichment of neoclassical theory (e.g. inputs from game theory) enabled deeper understanding of mechanisms behind large-scale militarization of Western economies and measurement of the impact of military spending on economic development. However, the results of this analysis are not always meaningful when applied to the world (not always confirmed by the facts).
Security and defence are sovereign functions, and are undeniable and undisputed public goods. No state can, therefore, take any step in the economic domain without considering its impact on defence and national security, and taking into account the propensity to predation, which has been the cause of armed conflicts. Because of the importance of resources allocated to national defence, which has sometimes been viewed as the main spur for the development of compulsory levies, there is a difficulty in the treatment of military spending only in terms of the burden, which it represents with respect to peaceful welfare economics. The scope of peace and defence analysis can be broadened and embedded in the entirety of economic instruments for promotion of national interests, such as trade policy measures or import barriers. It is important to avoid the pitfall of international relations analysis based only on a concept of ‘economic war’, since that is implicitly to admit that states have nothing in common but conflicts and that solidarity has scant foundations. However, there is a real gap between economic reality and the development of orthodox economic theory, which has tended to dismiss the issue of conflict as being beyond the scope of economic analysis concerned only with the laws of ideal market operation.

Economic globalization is a key feature of international relations. The growing economic interdependence of national economies and the collapse of the Eastern Bloc seem to remove permanently the spectre of conflict between the major powers and to represent the triumph, announced in the 18th century, of liberalism over mercantilism, and of economics over politics. In fact, though, defence analysis is more present in economic analysis today than it ever has been before. The instruments of economic warfare are today compared with those of military war. There is a close relationship between economic power and the military strength of states. The arms race between the United States and the Soviet Union reflected strategic factors, but it was also an ‘economic war’ in a very real sense, as evidenced by the collapse of the Soviet economy, exhausted by the effort of supporting an exceptional military effort for more than a half of century based on an inadequate level of development. In addition, the important role of the military-industrial complex in the economic decisions of states is often emphasized, even though the rules of the World Trade Organization exclude all matters relating to national security.

Challenges to dominant economic theory (from Marxism but also from Keynesian thinking) will contribute to deepening the analysis of war and the role of the military sector in modern capitalist societies. More interestingly, the late 20th century has seen a resurgence of mercantilist ideas about the concept of ‘economic warfare’. The long-term horizons, which prevailed before the 20th century, have given way to short-term analyses, with sometimes contradictory results.

Although never proved, the ‘invisible hand’ is supposed to lead to peace, not today, but tomorrow, in the promised ‘bright future’. When Marx denies the coherence of capitalism and its ability to be peaceful, he is nonetheless convinced that communism will inaugurate
an era of eternal peace. In other words, economists have generally always been in search of peace, which can only be ensured by adequate economic organization. They are adherents of peace. The analysis of war, peace and defence is, sometimes unwittingly, at the heart of essential reflections on the foundations of the economy, its objectives, its organization, and its expected results. Today, however, economics lacks a soul. It is no longer able to replenish its resources by drawing on the rich veins of philosophical reflection concerning the real foundations of the economy and, in sum, concerning its own role.
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